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ABSTRACT
Nozzle Guide Vanes aero-thermal performance is commonly assessed in the industry us-
ing tangentially-averaged quantities, imposed at the combustor-turbine interface as inlet
conditions for RANS models. However, recent studies have shown that scale-resolving ap-
proaches can reproduce the impact of unsteady fluctuations on turbulent mixing.
An experimental test case with a combustor simulator and a nozzle cascade is investigated,
comparing two numerical modelling strategies:
i) Scale-adaptive simulation (SAS) including both combustor and turbine;
ii) RANS simulation of the nozzles with SAS-derived combustor outlet conditions.
This work is the continuation of a previous activity that revealed the capabilities of un-
steady CFD to improve the prediction of flow field and film-cooling adiabatic effectiveness.
The comparison is herein extended to heat transfer, to highlight the benefits of combustor-
turbine conjugate simulations, in addition to address the impacts on vanes heat load due
to highly swirled rather than uniform inlet flow fields.
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NOMENCLATURE
HTC Heat transfer coefficient [W m−2 K−1]
T Temperature [K]
q Heat flux [W m−2]
Subscripts
avg Averaged value t Total
aw Adiabatic wall w Wall
cool Coolant
Acronyms
FC Film cooling PS Pressure Side
LE Leading Edge SS Suction Side
NGV Nozzle Guide Vane

INTRODUCTION
Lean-burn combustion is gaining increasing attention in aero-engine applications, since it

allows to limit the flame temperatures with an overall lean fuel-to-air ratio in the burning region
and hence deliver low NOx emissions. Current lean-burn designs are generally also capable to
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limit the overall chamber length if compared to standard rich-quench-lean (RQL) architectures.
The required combustion volume and residence time is obtained by increasing the chamber
height in the primary zone and the intensity of the recirculating flows. This generates increased
levels of residual swirl, turbulence intensity and temperature non-uniformity at the turbine en-
trance if compared to classical RQL combustors (Cha et al., 2012), as described in the thorough
review reported by Koupper (2015).

Even if, historically, combustor and turbine are studied by separate design teams and hence
an interface plane (Plane 40) is to be used, recent investigations on combustor-turbine interac-
tion have disclosed the potentials to define more accurate design criteria and improve turbine
efficiency. The first studies of the subject were conducted at QinetiQ in collaboration with the
University of Oxford (Chana et al., 2003) at the Air Force Research Laboratory (Barringer et al.,
2009) and the Ohio State University (Haldeman et al., 2004), who studied the impact of inlet
temperature profile on vanes heat transfer in test facilities able to generate a radially distorted
temperature field at the outlet of a combustor simulator. Investigations were then continued in
the last decade at the University of Oxford by Qureshi et al. (2011) and, more lately, a new facil-
ity was realised (Kirollos et al., 2017) to manage a higher degree of engine similarity. Recently
also the University of Darmstadt has carried out numerous campaigns on a well equipped rig,
including that on endwall film cooling effectiveness (Werschnik et al., 2017), which proved to
decrease by up to 30% versus uniform inlet conditions in presence of strong swirling flow.

Boudier et al. (2007) have proved that Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) method-
ology is unable to properly reproduce the temperature distribution at the combustor outlet, in
spite of being still used sometimes in the industry. Moreover, as Large Eddy Simulation (LES)
is still computationally costly, other scale-resolving approaches like Scale-Adaptive Simulation
(SAS) (Menter and Egorov, 2004) can reduce the resources effort yet preserving good accuracy.

Andreini et al. (2017) have compared SAS results with the experiments carried out by Bacci
et al. (2018a,b) on the EU Project FACTOR (‘Full Aerothermal Combustor-Turbine interac-
tiOns Research’) hot streak generator, which replicates a lean-burn combustor outlet distortion
field. The success of SAS in reproducing the coolant/mainstream mixing process more accu-
rately than RANS and, ultimately, the impact on nozzles thermal load and film-cooling adiabatic
effectiveness has been lately described by the authors (Cubeda et al., 2018).

However, to the authors’ knowledge, much is yet to be studied on the external heat transfer
on film-cooled vanes under realistic swirled inlet flow, which is indeed the topic investigated
herein. More specifically, this work assesses the heat transfer coefficient resulting from two
different numerical modelling strategies:

i) Scale-adaptive simulation including both combustor and turbine;
ii) RANS simulation of the nozzles with SAS-derived combustor outlet conditions.
As specified, the former case still considers combustor and turbine separately, while the lat-

ter aims at highlighting the advantages of numerically analysing combustor and turbine jointly.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST RIG
The rig is made of a combustor chamber equipped with three non-reactive swirlers coupled

1:2 with an NGV cascade, with the central swirler aligned with NGV2 (see Fig. 1a and b),
replicating a modern lean-burn architecture and instrumented as to capture all physical scales at
the combustor-turbine interface (Plane 40).

The higher temperature main flow (65% of the total) enters the chamber through the swirlers,
while the inner and outer liners are effusion cooled by two separate streams at ambient temper-
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Figure 1: Rig 3D model drawing (a) and central plane view (b)

ature, which sum up to the remainder 35% of the total air, as characteristic of the lean-burn
technology. Even though not representative of real engines, cylindrical ducts were installed at
the swirler outlets to better preserve the swirl component and the hot streak down to Plane 40.

NUMERICAL METHODOLOGY
CFD calculations were performed with ANSYS Fluent 18.0, using compressible ideal air

with temperature-dependent properties as working fluid. Two different domains were analysed:
one consisting of just the NGVs, simulated with the RANS k−ω SST model, the other merging
also the combustor simulator, solved with the SAS model (Menter and Egorov, 2010).

The time step utilised in SAS was 5 · 10−7 s, adopted as to guarantee a Courant number
< 1 in the zones of interest. Statistical data were averaged over a time interval of 0.0085 s, i.e.
about 37 flow-through times from Plane 40 to Plane 41. For brevity, only the computational
domain and mesh of the NGVs are reported in Fig. 2, however, the grid characteristics and set-
up of boundary conditions for both simulation cases (NGVs and combined combustor-NGVs)
are inherited from Cubeda et al. (2018) and Andreini et al. (2015, 2017).

Heat transfer coefficient was evaluated by performing two runs in series: first an adiabatic
run from which adiabatic wall temperature Taw at the vanes surface was retrieved; then a second
run imposing a given temperature at the airfoils walls, i.e. Taw detracted by an arbitrary ∆T
(100 K), in order to find the wall heat flux qw. The heat transfer coefficient HTC then is:

HTC =
qw

Taw − T
(1)

PREVIOUS WORKS
Conditions at Plane 40
The inlet conditions to the RANS simulation were generated studying the combustor domain

(Andreini et al., 2017). In the upper portion of Fig. 3 is illustrated the time-averaged velocity
contour predicted by SAS on the central plane, showing how the highly accelerated main flow
interacts with the effusion cooling streams both at hub and tip regions, resulting in a strong
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Figure 2: NGVs computational domain and grid

turbulent mixing. This is further reported in the contours and radial average of residual swirl at
Plane 40, which are compared to the results of a RANS simulation as well as experiments.

This is captured also from the perspective of temperature distribution in the lower portion
of Fig. 3, where the time-averaged temperature contour on the central plane is shown together
with the Local Overall Temperature Distortion Factor (LOTDF ) contour at Plane 40, defined
as per Eq. 2. The comparison with RANS and experiments is repeated also in the side graph
where the radial average RTDF is plotted versus span.

LOTDF =
Tt − Tt,avg

Tt,avg − Tt,cool

(2)

These comparisons reveal how the SAS methodology overcomes RANS in more accurately
reproducing turbulent mixing and hence a less confined hot spot.

Impact on the NGVs’ aerothermal performance
The authors (Cubeda et al., 2018) have found that the aerodynamic field is well captured

even by a RANS approach, i.e. without the need for an integrated Scale-adaptive simulation on
the combustor-turbine module. Fig. 4 shows the airfoils load in terms of local static pressure
over that at Plane40, comparing the RANS results in the absence of coolant against experiments
conducted with the PSP technique. Minor discrepancies in the pressure profiles can be ascribed
to the non periodicity of the rig configuration, whereas the spikes in the experimental data are
due to the presence of cooling holes not being fed.

Differently, if the prediction of the thermal performance is the focus, for which an accurate
distribution of hot streak and coolant is essential, the integrated simulation is the way to go. In
fact, only including the effect of flow unsteadiness on turbulent mixing it is possible to reduce
the gap with the experimental measurements of coolant distribution (see Fig. 5).

To better illustrate the impact of swirled flow on film-cooling adiabatic effectiveness, the
authors have performed some comparisons also with a non-swirled inlet flow field, which may
be at some extent representative of an RQL combustor, and a purely ideal condition of uniform
velocity and temperature, similarly to what reported by Qureshi et al. (2011).
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Figure 3: SAS-obtained combustor time-averaged velocity/temperature fields on the
central plane and comparison of swirl and non-dimensional temperature at Plane 40

against RANS and experiments

Figure 4: Non-dimensional pressure load on the airfoils at Span 50%

Therefore, Fig. 5 includes the 3D maps of cooling effectiveness for the following cases:
i) SAS of the integrated combustor-turbine module;
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: Adiabatic film-cooling effectiveness on PS (a) and SS (b)

ii) RANS of the NGVs with SAS-obtained BCs at Plane40;
iii) RANS ‘uniform V’, similarly to ii) but with uniform inlet velocity;
iv) RANS ‘uniform T-V’, similarly to ii) but with uniform inlet velocity and temperature.
The experimental map of Fig. 5a reports how the coolant on the pressure side (PS) is slightly

forced towards the upper region of NGV1 and, at a higher extent, of NGV2. This is not captured
by the two left-most cases, since inlet swirl is not present at all. Furthermore, the two non-
swirled RANS cases predict a way too high effectiveness close to the leading edge (LE) region.
This is replicated by the swirled RANS case, even if NGV2 has a less intense coolant spot, due
to the impacting hot streak. By contrast, SAS gives both non-equal effectiveness at the airfoils
LE and smoother contours, which match experiments closer.

Similarly, Fig. 5b shows part of the airfoils suction side (SS). The high intensity spot of
coolant at the centre of the NGV2 LE is a direct effect of the highly swirled inlet flow. In fact,
the portion of coolant that is directed towards the SS keeps undisturbed only close to the 50%
span, i.e. where mainflow swirl is close to zero. This is captured by measurements and the two
swirled numerical cases, with SAS delivering a closer match.

RESULTS
Heat transfer coefficient was evaluated for both uncooled and cooled vanes only within

the NGVs domain. The combined combustor-nozzles domain was instead simulated only with
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cooled vanes, since the specific purpose was to better appreciate the effect of flow unsteadiness
on the mixing process between coolant and main flow. Fig. 6 reports the comparison of Taw and
HTC between the so far considered cases, even if no experimental measurements are available
for validation purposes. The HTC maps are quite similar for all cases, except for the SAS
simulation, where part of both PS and SS, close to the LE, present a higher HTC.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Adiabatic wall temperature (a) and heat transfer coefficient (b) on PS and SS

By contrast, the temperature maps disclose the major differences. In fact, the RANS simu-
lation (with SAS-derived boundary conditions) locally presents even 100 K higher temperature
on the LE of both vanes with respect to SAS, although on average it looks colder. For what
regards the non-swirled cases, the run with uniform inlet velocity has on average a lower Taw,
since there is no hot streak to disturb the film cooling distribution. Moreover, the run with uni-
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form inlet velocity and temperature shows at a larger extent the areas where film cooling is not
working properly or where is totally absent, such as the hub and tip regions, where protection
was rather designed to be provided by the upstream effusion cooling system.

To have an insight into Taw and HTC over the airfoils from the leading to the trailing edge,
it can be convenient to extract the 50% span profiles. These are plotted in Fig. 7 for NGV1 and
NGV2, with Taw displayed on the left and HTC on the right. Note that such profiles are plotted
as function of the non-dimensional curvilinear abscissa.

Figure 7: Adiabatic wall temperature and heat transfer coefficient vs. curvilinear abscissa
at the vanes 50% span

The uncooled-vanes configuration with SAS-derived inlet conditions is picked as baseline
case. It presents a high HTC on the LE of the vanes, up to about 1200 W/m2K on NGV1,
while the peak on NGV2 does not overcome 1050 W/m2K. This is because NGV2 is directly
hit by the hot streak, impacting and reducing its velocity at a greater extent than on NGV1.
At 0 to -1 abscissae, the HTC rapidly drops and then smoothly increases downstream with
increasing velocity. On the contrary, on the SS the HTC is slowly reduced to around 800
W/m2K, without showing any transitional behaviour, due to the high Reynolds number and
turbulence level generated by the mainstream conditions.

Comparing the RANS cases, the presence of shower heads on the LE surface and the film
cooling (FC) rows is identifiable in locally augmented HTC. This is evident for instance on
the LE, with spikes of about 1500 W/m2K rapidly decreasing afterwards. Moreover, the RANS
simulations deliver very similar results despite the inlet boundary conditions, while SAS gives
a consistently enhanced HTC after the second FC row on the PS and everywhere on the SS,
with the gap against RANS profiles being proportional to the HTC value itself.

Also the Taw profiles give an interesting picture. In fact, with the uncooled case setting the
worst-condition surface temperature, the other cases show the degree of cooling performance at
given boundary conditions. The two non-swirled simulations report a quite uniform temperature
distribution, with maximum and minimum values ranging between 350 and 400 K. On the
contrary, the RANS simulation with SAS-derived combustor outlet conditions shows a very
non-uniform profile, especially for NGV2: here the impact of the hot streak and the consequent
distribution of coolant result in a very cold region (with a minimum of about 330 K close to the
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LE). This contrasts with a very hot SS, very close to the 440 K of the uncooled vanes.
The combustor-turbine integrated simulation, solved via SAS, instead, provides a more uni-

form temperature pattern, but hotter than the unswirled cases. The SAS temperature profile
almost overlaps the RANS swirled results in some regions, but it is accompanied by higher
HTC, which would imply higher metal temperatures. Moreover, whereas the wall temperature
is higher for the SAS case on the PS and at the initial stage of the SS (with few peaks of even
430 K), further towards the TE its trend remains almost flat at about 400 K.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the combustor-turbine interaction topic is addressed, as to investigate the

NGVs heat transfer performance. First, turbine inlet conditions were obtained by investigating
the combustor alone (Andreini et al., 2017), as commonly done in the industry. Then Scale-
Adaptive Simulation was applied to the combined combustor-turbine domain to compare with
the standard RANS technique.

However, Cubeda et al. (2018) found that RANS is sufficient for predicting the aerodynam-
ics of the turbine, while Scale-Resolving methods are needed to assess more accurately the
thermal behaviour of the vanes. In fact, only the combined domain solved via SAS can success-
fully account for the effect of flow unsteadiness on turbulent mixing, as such approach showed
a better match with experimentally measured coolant distribution on the airfoils. Consequently
also adiabatic wall temperature and heat transfer coefficient appear more reliable, even if an
experimental validation would give a higher degree of confidence.

When SAS is considered, wall temperature is more uniform than in RANS simulations,
while heat transfer coefficient is generally higher, suggesting an exploitation of RANS with
particular care. An additional comparison against uniform velocity/temperature conditions at
the inlet is provided, confirming that the presence of a non-uniform swirl/temperature pattern
exacerbates the intensity of the heat loads, both in terms of adiabatic wall temperature and heat
transfer coefficient. This indicates once again that integrated approaches based on high-fidelity
turbulence modelling are mandatory for the estimation of aerothermal conditions.
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